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1 Methodological Questions in â€œInteractive Film Studiesâ€• Bernard Perron, Dominic Arsenault, Martin
Picard and Carl Therrien Abstract This article focuses on the phenomenon of interactive movies.
Methodological Questions in â€œInteractive Film Studiesâ€•
An interactive movie, also known as a movie game, is a video game that presents its gameplay in a
cinematic, scripted manner, often through the use of full-motion video of either animated or live-action
footage.
Interactive movie - Wikipedia
Interactive cinema produces new and engaging story experiences for viewers by combining elements from
traditional linear forms of storytelling and from interactive digital media.
Lost Cause, an Interactive Film Project - Kirsten Johnson
The movie Kinoautomat by Czechoslovakian director Raduz Cincera presented in the Czech Pavilion at Expo
67 in Montreal is considered to be the first cinema-like interactive movie. [ citation needed ] The availability of
computers for the display of interactive video has made it easier to create interactive movies.
Interactive cinema - Wikipedia
how interactive film-making may not provide viewers with the same immersive experience a viewer feels
when engaged with the narrative of a linear film. In current motion pictures, filmmakers have expanded the
experience of
LOST CAUSE: AN INTERACTIVE MOVIE PROJECT
The Garage Sale is an interactive film with 3 couples, 3 concurrent stories at 1 garage sale. The viewer
chooses which couple they watch & when.
Interactive Film | The Garage Sale Movie
Film Genre For The Screenwriter Blue velvet (1986) filmsiteorg, blue velvet (1986) is screenwriter and
maverick director david lynch's artistically bizarre cult film it is an original look at sex,
Film Genre For The Screenwriter PDF Download
Watch the best Interactive films on Short of the Weekâ€”review and discuss the new generation of innovative
stories that are shaping the world.
Best Interactive Short Films | Short of the Week
Interactive Internet movies, although perhaps a bit gimmicky, are in some ways pushing the envelope with
what can be done with a story once you introduce viewer participation. Some have game elements, and
some are multimedia experiences that arenâ€™t restricted to just video.
3 Free Interactive Movies On The Web Where You Are In Control
Our film tells the true story of the far right, and encourages everyone to open their eyes to what these groups
really are. The choice is yours.
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